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1. Introduction 
Consider the O-l program 
z = MAX gx, 
s.t. Ax5 6, (1.1) 
xje (0, 11, j,=.Z, 
where x is the column vector of the set _Z of O-l variables, g is the related row vector 
of the objective function, A is the coefficient matrix of the constraints, and b is the 
right-hand side (henceforth rhs). All vectors are assumed to have the appropriate 
dimensions. (The LP relaxation of (1.1) is the same system (1.1) where each Xj is 
allowed to take any value in the range of 10, l] .) Let Z denote the set of constraints, 
and let J, c J be the set of variables with nonzero coefficient in constraint i E I. 
We consider knapsack constraints of the form 
(1.2) 
where reZ and the coefficients O<a,j~ b,. When no ambiguity will arise we will 
drop the constraint index r. Any constraint on 0- 1 variables can be put in form (1.2) 
by replacing Xj by its binary complement 1 -Xj and appropriately modifying the 
rhs b whenever aj<O. Once all coefficients are nonnegative in a given knapsack, if 
aj> b, then the variable Xj can be fixed at zero, while if Cj aj< b, the constraint is 
trivially satisfied by any O-l solution, and can be dropped. (We assume that problem 
(1.1) has been preprocessed and properly reduced, see [20].) Obviously it need not 
be possible to simultaneously transform all the constraints in (1.1) into knapsack 
form, e.g., if there exists j E: J and r, s E Z such that a,ja,j< 0. This observation is 
especially important in the context of this paper, since our methods replace knap- 
sack constraints by using additional information provided by other constraints in 
the problem. 
Two sets of inequalities Ax< b and A’xc 6’ are said to be O-l equivalent if they 
admit exactly the same set of O-l solutions. In the context of O-l problems, we say 
that the set of constraints A’xs b’ is as tight as the set Ax5 b whenever 
{XE [0, 11” / A’xsb’} c {XE [0, 11” ) Axsb), (1.3) 
where n= IJI. We say that A’XS 6’ is tighter than Ax5 b if the containment (1.3) 
is proper. Our goal is finding tight formulations for (1.1) without expending ex- 
cessive computational effort or adding many additional constraints. Facet-defining 
inequalities have been studied in [ 1,23,34,37,44,45] among others. See in [35,36] 
good surveys on the topic. 
Tight integer equivalent inequalities can be obtained by coefficient reduction and 
lifting techniques that exploit only the special structure of individual O-l knapsack 
constraints, see [l&27-29,33] among others. In this paper we propose a methodology 
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for coefficient reduction on knapsack constraints that uses additional information 
derived from other constraints on the O-l variables. Our procedures can be used 
within the framework described in [S, 18,24,38] for an LP cutting plane based sob- 
tion procedure for O-l programs. We will replace individual constraints such as 
(1.2), and append (or maintain as a separate list) additional implied inequalities as 
needed. 
A clique is a subset Cc J such that at most one of the associated variables can 
have a nonzero value in any feasible solution. That is, the inequality (1.4) is satisfied 
by any feasible solution of (1.1). 
C Xjll. (1.4) 
jcC 
Also the trivial constraint x,5 1 can be considered a clique constraint induced by 
C= {I}. In addition to tightening the LP relaxation, identifying nontrivial cliques 
has proved useful in branch-and-bound methodologies (see [4,8,18,22,40,43]). 
A cover is a subset Cc J such that at least /C 1 - kc of the associated variables 
must take the value zero in any feasible solution. Associated with each cover is the 
valid inequality 
j~cxj~kc~ 
where k,< 1 C 1. Note that cliques are covers with k, = 1. 
(1.5) 
A cover inequality (1.5) is said to be implied by the knapsack constraint (1.2) if 
for each C’ c C having 1 C’ I> k,, the sum of coefficients CJEc, a,j exceeds the 
rhs b,. Under some circumstances a cover inequality implied by a knapsack con- 
straint can be a facet of the knapsack polytope convex hull {X 1 CjcJ, a,jXjS b,, 
x E (0, l}” 1, where n = IJ, 1. See [35] for a good survey on this topic. 
A minimal cover is a cover C such that if any index jc C is deleted from the in- 
equality (1.5), the resulting inequality is redundant. For a minimal cover, the induced 
inequality (1.5) must have kc = 1 C ( - 1. Several methods have been proposed (see 
[8,41]) for identifying (lifted) minimal cover induced inequalities that are most 
violated by the current LP solution. These constraints are then appended to the 
original problem. See also [15,22]. Interestingly enough clique and cover induced 
cuts and the inequalities obtained by reducing individual coefficients (see [27]) can 
be derived as Gomory-Chvatal cuts [7,21] by using appropriate multiplier vectors; 
see [12]. 
Apart from identifying and appending violated clique and cover induced in- 
equalities at each optimal LP iteration as in [8,41], we have found it useful to iden- 
tify all maximal cliques and a subset of (lifted) minimal covers with reasonably small 
kc (see [15]), and append the induced inequalities to the original problem. In addi- 
tion to immediately tightening the LP relaxation of the original O-l program and 
reducing the size of the corresponding branch-and-bound tree, these cliques and 
covers can be used in our other reformulation methods to further tighten the LP 
(see below). Our techniques are specially promising in the new branch-and-cut 
methodology; see, e.g. 1381. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our “ideal” reformulation 
of O-l programs. It can be viewed as a unifying interpretation of the reformulation 
techniques in our previous reports [9-161. Section 3 presents efficient methods for 
reducing individual coefficients in knapsack constraints by sequentially exploiting 
the information derived from other knapsack constraints, using additional struc- 
tures such as trivial cliques (Section 3.1), variable upper bounds (Section 3.2) and 
capacity expansion constraints (Section 3.3). Section 4 demonstrates simultaneous 
reduction of coefficients associated with cliques and covers. Section 5 presents 
methodology for increasing coefficients associated with knapsacks and covers. The 
effectiveness of the procedures is illustrated by applying them to examples, most of 
which are taken from the literature. Section 6 reports promising computational ex- 
perience, including impressive results on a well-known real-life problem. Finally, we 
offer some conclusions. 
2 . “Ideal” reformulation 
We present two forms of “ideal” reformulation, each of which involves modifying 
individual constraints by considering implications of the remaining constraints. Our 
first method, a generalization of “coefficient reduction”, tightens a constraint by 
reducing both the rhs and selected coefficients. (See [9,10,18,27-29,331 for various 
coefficients reduction results.) Our second method tightens a constraint, by increas- 
ing the coefficient of selected variables, while keeping the rhs fixed. It is most easily 
applied to cover inequalities. 
Consider the knapsack constraint (1.2) and assume that a cover inequality (1.5) 
with Cc J, has been identified. Let R,c denote the maximum value that can be 
taken by the left-hand side (henceforth Ihs) of constraint r in a feasible solution to 
(1.1) if cover inequality (1.5) is strictly satisfied. This value is given by 
R f-9 c = MAX C a,jXj, 
jcJr 
s.t. jFJ a;,jxjSbi, VieI-r, 
j5J %-,jx.(b~~ 
r 
jFcxj <kc- 1, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
XjE (0, l}, Vje J. (2.5) 
If R,c< b, then we can modify (1.2) to obtain an equivalent but tighter formula- 
tion of (1.1). We modify (1.2) by reducing the coefficients a,j with j E C and the 
rhs b,. For any choice of A;, such that 
(2.6) 
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we modify (1.2) as follows. 
&=bb,-A;c, 
I Urj-+$y jeC, Lirj’ ’ 4,j, jEJ,--C. 
The reduced coefficient constraint is given 
C d,jXjl~~. 
jeJ, 
(2.7) 
by 
(2.8) 
Theorem 2.1. Replacing the rth knapsack constraint (1.2) by (2.8) in (1. l), where 
the coefficients d,j and 6,., are given by (2.6) and (2.7), and appending the cover 
inequality (1.5) whenever it is implied by (1.2), results in a O-l equivalent forrnula- 
tion. The new formulation is tighter than the original whenever A;,> 0. 
Proof. First note that the LP formed by the set of constraints (1.5), (2.2) and (2.8), 
together with the upper and lower bounds O<Xj< 1, kfje J, is as tight as the LP 
relaxation of the original O-l program. To see this we show first that any infeasible 
solution x for the LP relaxation of (1 .l) also violates one of the constraints (1.5), 
(2.2) and (2.8). If x violates one of the constraints (1.5) or (2.2) in the LP relaxation 
of (1.1) the result is obvious so assume that x violates (2.3). If Cj d,j > 6r then (2.8) 
is violated. Otherwise, (A;,/k,) C. JECXj=CjEJi (a,j-n,j)xj>b,-~~=Ad,.. But 
then CjCc Xj>kc, violating (1.5). In fact, for A;,>O, the set of constraints (1.5), 
(2.2) and (2.8), together with the upper and lower bounds on the variables, is tighter 
than the LP relaxation of (1.1). The cover inequality eliminates solutions x having 
c- JEC x1 > k,, while constraint (2.8) eliminates those solutions satisfying the follow- 
ing two conditions 
c x,<kc, 
jeC 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
To see that the new set of constraints is O-l equivalent to the constraint set in (1. l), 
let x be a feasible solution to the original O-l program. Then, since x satisfies the 
inequality (1.5), we need only consider the two alternatives CjCC Xj’ kc- 1 and 
Cj,cxj=k,* In the first case, by the definition of ar,jv i;,, and R,c we easily verify 
that x satisfies (2.8); note that C,, J, d,jXjS Cj, J, a,jxjSR,c<5r. For the second 
case we have Cj~J, cTr,jXj=CjeJr a,jXj-(A,,/k,) CjccXj=CjEJ a,jXj-A,,S 
b,- A,, = 5r. On the other hand, suppose that the solution x satisfies (1.5) ‘and 
(2.8). Then substituting x into (1.2) we have 
(2.11) 
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The last inequality follows from (1.5), the remaining equalities and inequalities 
follow from the definitions in (2.7) and (2.8). 0 
We often choose to restrict A;, so that the coefficients remain nonnegative. 
That is d;c=MIN{b,-R,c, MIN{kca,jl Jo C}} (then, CL J,). Otherwise, if a 
coefficient becomes negative and the coefficient reduction process on that constraint 
is to be continued, the corresponding variable must be replaced by its binary com- 
plement. 
If the cover inequality (1.5) was implied by constraints in I- r then O-l equivalence 
holds without appending it. If it was implied only by constraint r, and the reduction 
is large, the resulting constraint (2.8) may no longer imply (l.S), but it is usually 
possible to select d > 0, so that (1.5) remains implied, and the formulation is tighten- 
ed; see [13]. However, we recommend maintaining a list of all detected cover in- 
equalities, and appending them as needed throughout the solution process. 
The second method for constraint reformulation increases the coefficients in a 
knapsack constraint (1.2) corresponding to variables in some (possibly, trivial) cover 
inequality (1.5) as follows. For each 1 E C solve the following O-l program. 
Sf,c = MAX C a,jxj, 
.icJ, 
(2.12) 
s.t. j&a,jxjSbi, VieI-r, 
jFJ’ar,jxjsbry 
r 
xi= 1, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
XjE{O, l}, VjEJ* (2.16) 
Then Sfc is the maximum value that the lhs of (1.2) can take, if x is feasible and 
the variable x, is set to one. (Note that it is not required that 1~ J,.) If S:,c< b,, 
then we can increase a,, as follows. 
A ;‘c=(b,-S;,+kc, (2.17) 
d,j = 
ar,j+A~~, 
a,j, 
This produces the constraint 
C ar,jxjSb,. 
jeJ,UC 
.iEC, 
jEJ,-C. 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Note that d,j may become positive for j E C - J,. Because we divide the slack by kc, 
constraint (2.19) can be weak and sometimes it is better to use several (possibly, 
trivial) cliques rather than one cover. 
Theorem 2.2. Replacing the rth knapsack constraint (1.2) by (2.19) in (1. l), where 
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the coefficients d,j are given by (2.18), and appending (1.5) whenever it is implied 
by (1.2), results in a O-l equivalent formulation. The newformulation is tighter than 
the original whenever there exists I E C such that A$>O. 
Proof. It is obvious that, any solution (integer or fractional) that satisfies the new 
set of constraints also satisfies the original set, and that the new set is tighter if a 
coefficient is increased. We need only establish that (2.19) does not cut off any feasi- 
ble solution. Let x be a feasible solution to the original O-l program. We show that 
it also satisfies (2.19), by considering the possible values of Clcc xl I kc. Let 
C’C C be the index set of the variables in C with x,= 1. It is obvious that (2.19) is 
satisfied when C’=O, so assume IC’I L 1. Let J,!cJ,U C denote the index set of 
variables in J,U C with Xj= 1. The lhs of (2.19) is given by 
=l/IC’I ,,CC, 
[ 
C a,jxj+ IC’IA$ 
jeJ; 1 I l/IC’( c [S;,c+ k,A,+‘,] = b,, 
IGC’ 
(2.20) 
so x satisfies (2.19). 0 
The proof also holds for any choice of Aj,c I Alk. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for applying the first procedure, (2.1)~(2.8), 
is that R,c< 6, (i.e., A;c>O). Determining R,c is generally quite difficult. It in- 
volves solving a O-l program with perhaps one more constraint than the original 
problem. Therefore, this method of generating cutting planes is not likely to lead 
to an efficient algorithm for solving, or even for preprocessing, O-l programs. 
However, upper bounds on R,c may be quite easy to compute (e.g., LP relaxa- 
tion). (See [39] for a similar approach in a different context.) Tighter upper bounds 
can be obtained when the constraint CXSZ is appended to the LP relaxation of 
(2.2)-(2.5), where I is an upper bound on the optimal value z (1.1). (Z can be the 
current incumbent solution.) Also when solving (2.1)-(2.5) for different choices of 
C and r it is not necessary to begin each problem from scratch. The optimal solution 
of a previous problem can be used as a starting solution for the next problem. Let 
R, c denote an upper bound on R, c (2.1)-(2.5). Note that a tighter equivalent con- 
straint can be generated whenever a,, <b,; the new constraint does not cut off the 
entire region eliminated by the constraint generated using R,c. Therefore, the key 
step in reformulating O-l programs via coefficient reduction is developing good, 
easy to compute upper bounds for R,c. 
As for the first procedure, determining the value of Sic is likely to be quite dif- 
ficult. It is essentially equivalent to solving the original b-1 program with one less 
variable. Any upper bound, say S;,, on Sl,c can be used in place of SL,c, provided 
that Sl c< b,. The LP upper bound is easy to compute, and for certain choices of 
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C and r, other upper bounds can be computed easily by relaxing a subset of the 
remaining constraints. We have found it useful to apply this coefficient increase 
procedure to cover inequalities, whether explicitly included in (1.1) or implied by its 
constraints. Examples of this type are given in Section 5. We remark that this refor- 
mulation methodology generalizes the coefficient increase procedure described in 
[28,29] and the lifting methods described in [S, 34,37,46] among others. (The con- 
straint (1.2) is said to be lifted whenever a,j = 0 is replaced by d,j > 0.) 
In the following sections we show how good bounds on R,= and S:,c can be easily 
computed by exploiting special classes of constraints common in O-l programs. 
3. Reducing individual coefficients 
In all the following we drop the sign - from A;,. When no confusion will arise 
we also drop r and C, and simply denote the reduction by A. 
3.1. Using trivial cliques 
Singleton sets C= {I) (i.e., trivial constraints x, 5 1) are considered in [27] to 
reduce the coefficient a,l and the rhs b, using the upper bound R,(,),,, where 
R 6 {GO = c a,j. 
jeJ-I 
(3.1) 
That is, all constraints are ignored except the upper bounds on the variables. Com- 
putational experience shows that the procedure is effective, particularly in reducing 
“big M” type coefficients. 
One can strengthen this reduction procedure (see [9,10,14]) by independently con- 
sidering other constraints that limit the size of R, 1,)) * see the details in [14]. For any 
i E I we let R, (11, i be the optimal value of the following O-l knapsack problem (KP). 
R r,{/},iCMAX C ar,jxjv 
j=sJ,-I 
s.t. C ai,jxjS bi, (3.2) 
jcJi-I 
XjE{O,l},jEJ~UJi-I* 
Problem (3.2) is NP-complete, but for sparse problems the set of variables involved, 
(Z,. fl .Zi) - 1, is likely to be much smaller than J and the algorithms in [19,3 l] can be 
used. See also [32]. The LP relaxation of (3.2) is trivial to solve and can be used 
as a valid upper bound. See also in [32] other easily computed upper bounds. We 
use the bound, R, (,), on R,J,) given by 
K,(I) = MIN{Rr,{/),i I i~h,{~)l (3.3) 
where I,(,) is the subset of constraints in (1.1) that have been considered. We want 
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to obtain as small an R,., 11) as possible, but without excessive computational effort, 
so we consider only constraints in I that are likely to provide good bounds. We 
choose 
9 (3.4) 
where q is a specified tolerance. 
The problem (3.2) for i = r is termed subset-sum problem (SSP). It is difficult to 
solve by using general KP algorithms, but efficient algorithms are available that take 
into account the special nature of the objective function; see [30,32]. (Let us drop 
r from R, I[),~. ) Note that the SSPs for two variables p, q E J are very similar, and 
the solution to one frequently yields an optimal solution to the other. In fact two 
SSPs differ only in one element; xp is fixed to zero for the first one and x4 is fixed 
to zero for the second one. It is often possible to immediately derive the solution 
for one problem from the solution of another problem, particularly if the difference 
a, -%q is small. Specifically, note that R{,) = RiPI + 6, where 6 = ar,P - ar,q, 
G&never x4= 1 in the optimal solution for R{,j and Os6sb,-Rf,I. One use of 
such SSPs would be to select a constraint reZ which is satisfied at equality by the 
current LP solution and solve the SSP for each 1 E J, with xl fractional; frequently, 
an I with AlI1 >O is found. The resulting coefficient reduction constraint will then 
cut off the current LP solution, see (2.9) and (2.10). 
Example 3.1. Consider the following example with O-l variables 
4x,+2x2+4x3+3x~+10x5+3x~~19 (r), (3.5) 
3x,+3x2+2x3+3x4+7x5+10x6120 (i). (3.6) 
For (3.5) and (3.6) we compute R,.15),~=16, R (,),;= 14 and we obtain the inequality 
4x, + 2x, + 4x, + 3x, + 5x5 + 3x6 I 14 (r). (3.7) 
For (3.6)and(3.7) wecomputeR,i,),,=14, R,.I,I,i= 12 and we obtain the inequality 
2x,+2x2+4x,+3x,+5x5+3x,~12 (r). (3.8) 
Observe that the solution (3.9) is allowed by (3.5) and (3.6) but is infeasible for (3.8). 
x1=x;?=x3=xq= 1, x5 = 0.4. (3.9) 
3.2. Using variable upper bounding constraints 
In this section we describe procedures for computing tight bounds on R, iI), that 
consider the implications of variable upper bounding (henceforth VUB) constraints. 
We assume that J is partioned into a set S of selection variables and a set F of 
bounding variables. The selection variables are further partitioned into (not neces- 
sarily disjoint) sets S’ for f E F. The variables having Xj for j E Sf are all bounded 
by the variable xf. We first consider VUBs of the form 
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c Xi’ ]Sflxf f E F (or, in disaggregate form, 
_ies/ 
XjSXf, VjESf, fEF). (3.10) 
The polytope defined by the O-l system (1.2) and (3.10) is studied in [S]. Such con- 
straints arise in many scheduling and production planning problems; see [ 171 for an 
example. 
Constraint (3.10) forces to zero all variables Xj, jgSf whenever the related 
bounding variable xf is made zero. We use this observation to compute an upper 
bound on R, (,), for 1~ F. This value, R,(,l, is given by considering only the knap- 
sack constraint itself and the VUBs, as in the following O-l program, which we call 
SSP with VUBs. 
R r,{/j =MAX c ar,fXf+ C a,jXj 9 
fgF-/ .ic% I 
s*t. f,F, I a,fxf+ C a,jXj sbr9 .icsJ 1 (3.11) 
XjE{O,l}, XfE(O,l}, VjESf, fEF-I. 
If R r,1,l < b,, then both b, and a,/ can be reduced by the slack b,-i?r,(I~. 
Example 3.2. Consider the example (3.12) together with the VUBs (3.13). 
(3x, +8x,, +9x,,)+(3x,+2x,,+3x,,)r 19, (3.12) 
Xll~Xl, x21 5x1, 
(3.13) 
x125x2, x225x2. 
We first reduce the rhs and coefficient of x1 by the slack obtained by using (3.11). 
Then with the revised inequality, we compute the slack corresponding to x2, and 
reduce its coefficient and the rhs. We obtain the constraint 
(-8x, + 8x1, + 9Xz1) + (-4X2 + 2X,, + 3X22) 5 1. 
The following solution is feasible for (3.12)-(3.13) but violates (3.14). 
(3.14) 
K, =X1, =/Q =0.5, X2=X,2=&=0.75. (3.15) 
A potential computational disadvantage to this method is the dimensions of prob- 
lem (3.11). A practical algorithm for solving an SSP with VUBs is currently an im- 
portant open problem. However any upper bound on R,l,l could be used. One 
such bound is given by relaxing the VUBs (3.10) and solving the resulting SSP, but 
this increases the likelihood that the optimal subset satisfies the capacity constraint 
at equality- in our case resulting in d, (,l= 0. When applying the procedure above 
to more than one choice of 1 the total amount of reduction possible depends on the 
order in which the indices in F are considered. 
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We can avoid some of the computational difficulties described above by computing 
a weaker upper bound as follows; see the details in [9]. For each f E F let Q,r be 
the maximum value that the Ihs of (1.2) can take if only the variable xf and those 
xj havingje Sfare allowed to be nonzero. Then Qr,fis given by the following simple 
SSP with Jf variables. 
Q,f=MAXa,f+ c a,jxj, 
je$ 
s.t- j&ar,jxj~br-ar,f~ (3.16) 
XjE{O, l}, VjE$. 
Of course, if ar,f+ Cjcs, , arj 5 b, then (3.16) is trivially solved by setting all the 
variables involved to one. The coefficient reduction d,tl) is given by 
(3.17) 
and the new coefficients are 
&==b,-A,(,), 
’ 1 
4, I -A 
d,f’ 
r,{/}* .f=I9 (3.18) 
%f 9 feF-{I}. 
Note that for f # I, since 5r 2 Q,f, the optimal solution to (3.16) does not change 
when its rhs is replaced by 6- ar,f; similarly, with this modification in (3.16), the 
new value of Q,, is Qr,[- A,., II]. Thus the value of A,(,) does not depend on 
whether the reduction has already been applied to other coefficients, and so it can 
be applied to each index in F such that A,,,,>O. In fact, the reduction can be 
done simultaneously. That is, for each f E F, compute A,Ifl (3.17), then let 
F={f~+L,,,,>Ol (3.19) 
and replace (3.18) by 
&,f’ 
aLf -4,f, f=F, (3.20) 
%“fy feF-F. 
Example 3.3. We apply the above procedure to the example (3.12)-(3.13) by first 
computing Q1 = 12 and Q2 = 8. Since A, = 3 and A2 = 3 we obtain the constraint 
(8~,,+9~~~)+(2xr~+3~~~)~13. (3.21) 
Observe that the solution (3.22) is allowed by (3.12) and (3.13), but is infeasible for 
(3.21). 
X1 =K,, =X21 =0.75, Xz=X,2=X**=O.S. (3.22) 
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Note that the solution (3.15) is nof eliminated by (3.21). However, the constraint 
(3.21) implies that either xi1 =0 or x21 =0, both cannot have the value 1. Our pro- 
cedure [15] detects that the valid clique inequality (3.23) is violated by the solution 
(3.22), and appends (3.23) to the LP relaxation of our problem. 
xii +XziI 1. (3.23) 
3.3. Using capacity expansion constraints 
As an extension of simple VUBs we consider more general bounding constraints 
of the form 
c sf,jxj 5 nl,f+ nz,fxf, f EF 
jesf 
(3.24) 
where CJj, n,,f and n2,f are all integer, cJj>O, nl,f<Cjcs,Cj and n2,f >O. Con- 
straints of this form can arise in many optimization models, particularly resource 
allocation problems and problems with capacity expansion constraints (henceforth 
CECs). For these problems, typically af is large for f l F and aj is small (but posi- 
tive) for j E Sf. 
CEC (3.24) is essentially a knapsack constraint with the rhs determined by the 
value of xf. We use this observation to compute an upper bound on R, (,) for 1 E F. 
This value, 8, ([I, is given by (3.29, where only the knapsack constraint itself and 
the CEC are considered. 
R r,{/) =MAX c a,fxt+ C a,jxj + C ar,jxjy 
fcF-I js% 1 .ieS 
set* ,L [a,f-q+ C a,jxj + Ca,jxjsb,, iesf 1 jG& 
C cf,.ixj5ni,f 
.iesJ 
+n2,pf, VfEF-1, 
(3.25) 
XjE (0, I>, V.iESf, feF, 
xfs{O, l}, VfEF-1. 
If Rr, {I) <b,, then both b, and a,, can be reduced by the slack 6, -l?, 1,). 
Problem (3.25) is a SSP with a collection of CECs. In general this problem is likely 
to be quite difficult to solve, even in special cases, such as when the sets Sf are dis- 
joint, or when C~j = 1, for all j E Sf; see [lo]. The CECs can be relaxed and the 
resulting SSP solved, but for large problems it is unlikely that the resulting bound 
will permit reduction, particularly if many of the knapsack coefficients are small. 
Weaker upper bounds can be found by instead formulating easier SSPs, each in- 
volving only one set Sf, the knapsack constraint, and the CEC for Sf, as in the 
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previous section. We let Qf be the maximum value that the lhs of (1.2) can take if 
only the variable xr and those in Sf are allowed to be nonzero, and we let Q,,, be 
this value if in addition we require xf=O. The values of Qf and Q,,J are given by 
the following O-l programs. 
Qf=MAXafxf+ ,C ajxj, 
/ES/ 
s.t. afxf+ C OjXjlb, 
jesf (3.26) 
s.t. jFs,ajxjS b, 
C cfjxj5nl,f9 
jE$ 
XjE {O,l>, VjESf. 
(3.27) 
Also, we set Q2,f= Qf- Q,,f and note that this value is always nonnegative. (Note 
that if n i,f =0, then only Qf is needed; Qi,f will be zero.) Observe that for any O-l 
solution x satisfying (1.2) and (3.24) we have 
afxf+ C ajxjsQl,f+Q2,fxf, \JfEE 
jesf 
Thus an upper bound on R,(,) is given by R,t,l = Q,,f+ CfeF_/ Qf. The coeffi- 
cient reduction can be obtained by using procedure (3.20); that is, for this choice 
of bounds, all coefficients af for f e F can be reduced simultaneously. 
Problem (3.27) is a SSP with an additional knapsack constraint and (3.26) can 
be put in the same form. We are not aware of specialized algorithms dealing wit this 
type of problem, but the algorithm given in [3] for solving (or getting upper bounds 
for) the O-l KP with two knapsack constraints can be used. 
When all the coefficients C~j are 0 or 1, the CEC resembles a cover inequality, 
potentially permitting a more efficient solution; see Section 4. In particular, upper 
_ 
bounds on Qf and Ql,f, say Qf and Q,,f, respectively, can be obtained by dropping 
the knapsack constraint and solving the resulting trivial knapsack problems. If 
_ 
Qf< b then Qf=Qf, and similarly for Qi,f. If bounds Q are used, then Q2,f in 
(3.28) must be replaced by the corresponding bound Q2,f = MAX{O, Qf - &t,f }. Of 
course, to reduce the coefficient corresponding to I using upper bounds, the bounds 
must be tight enough so that CfEF Qf <b + Q,,, . We suggest using upper bounds 
obtained by considering the two constraints independently, and taking the inferior. 
Example 3.4. We conclude this section by presenting some examples. Often con- 
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sidering only the simple VUB implied by more complex upper bounds will not per- 
mit coefficient reduction. For example suppose we have the knapsack constraint 
(3.29) and the upper bounds (3.30). Here n,,f= 0 and al1 the CJj coefficients are 1. 
3x,, +3x2, +5x3, + 4xi2 + 6x12 + 3xs2 + 4x1 +6x,1 15. (3.29) 
X11 +x21 +x3,52x1, x,2+x22+x32-_(x2. (3.30) 
The simple VUBs (3.31) are, of course, implied by (3.30). 
x115:x1, x21 5x1, x31 5x1, 
x125x2, x225x2, X32IX2. 
(3.31) 
If we consider only (3.29) and (3.31) but not the additional information contained in 
(3.30), then we have Qi = 15 and Q2 = 15, so the method in Section 3.2 cannot be 
applied. If instead we use the tighter constraints (3.30), then we have Qi = 12 and 
Q2 = 15, thus we reduce the coefficient of x2, producing (3.32). Here L3 = 15 - 12 = 3. 
3x1, + 3X21-k 5x31 -I 4x12 + 6x22 + 3x32 f 4x1 + 3x2 5 12. (3.32) 
Since Q, = 12 we cannot reduce further. Observe that the solution (3.33) is feasible 
for (3.29)-(3.30) but not for (3.32). 
(3.33) 
Example 3.5. As a final example consider the knapsack constraint and bounds given 
by (3.34)-(3.35). 
3x1, + 3X21+ 5x31 +4X12+ 6x22+x32+4x1 + 6~2~22. (3.34) 
xit+X2,+2xs1~l+2Xi, 2X,2+X22+ 3x3252 +3X,. (3.35) 
We can reduce the coefficient of xi by 3 and the coefficient of x2 by 4, obtaining 
the constraint 
3X,,+3X2,+5X3,+4x,,+6x2,+x3,+x,+2X2~15. (3.36) 
To show that this cut removes a fractional solution, observe that (3.37) gives a solu- 
tion that is feasible for (3.34) and (3.35) but which violates (3.36). 
x11 =x21 =+, x31 =x1 = $, 
x21 = 4, x22=1, X32=X2=3. 
4. Reducing sets of coefficients 
(3.37) 
So far we have discussed some methods for computing upper bounds that can be 
used to reduce an individual coefficient. Now, we will present methods for com- 
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puting upper bounds for larger sets C. In particular, we consider knapsack con- 
straints of the form (1.2) and cover inequalities of the form (1.5). Let Rr,c,i be the 
maximum value that the lhs of (1.2) can achieve if we require that the cover in- 
equality (1.5) holds with strict inequality and the ith constraint in (1.1) is satisfied. 
Then, Rr,o,i can be obtained by solving the following two constraints O-l program 
R rc;=MAX . 9 C a,jxj, 
jc J, 
s.t. jFJ ai,jxjSbi, 
(4.1) 
XjE{O, l}, VjEJrUJi 
where CC J,. An upper bound, say R,c, on R, c is given by 
E,c=MIN{R,c,i j ielr,~I* (4.2) 
We choose 
Ircc=PIU i M,o+ C 
[I 
%,j+ c ai,j 2 qbi 
1 
k,- 1 greatest elements 
in {ai,j 1 jEC}. 
Let 4,~ be given by (2.6) where Rr,c is replaced by R,o (4.2). Let also k= kc. 
If the original coefficients are integer and d,.o is not a multiple of k, then the 
reduced coefficient constraint (2.8) will have noninteger coefficients. Taking the in- 
teger round-down of the coefficients ~~,j and appropriately adjusting 5r may 
weaken the constraint. Multiplying through by k will clear fractions without 
weakening the constraint, but repeated application can lead to arbitrarily large coef- 
ficients. If d r,c > k, we can replace d,c by the smaller value kLdr,c/k] 2 1. 
The reduction procedure can also be applied when the cover inequality is not ex- 
plicitly included in the original O-l program, but is instead implied by other con- 
straints, or even by the constraint (1.2) itself; see [S, 12,271. However, for large 
values of d r,c the coefficient reduction may be so large that (2.8) no longer implies 
the cover inequality. 
A strong reduction can be obtained by exploiting cliques that do not intersect with 
the set Jr U Ji. This strategy is called double coefficient reduction in our computa- 
tional report (see below). 
Example 4.1. Consider the knapsack constraint 
1ox,+lox~+3x~+3x~~l5 
and the implied cover inequality 
xt +x,5 1. 
(4.4) 
(44.5) 
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Then RI,,,1 =6, so we get d(,,,l=9 and obtain the constraint 
x1+x,+3x,+3x,~6. (4.6) 
This new constraint does not imply the cover inequality (4.5), and so simply 
replacing (4.4) by (4.6) results in a weaker nonequivalent O-l program. 
It is possible to select a smaller, positive value of d,c so that (2.8) still implies 
the cover; see [ 131 for details. However we recommend maintaining a list of detected 
cover inequalities. 
For the example above, choosing 4t1,21 =2, produces the new constraint 
9x,+9x,+3Xs+3XqIl3. (4.7) 
Finally, by applying twice the individual coefficient reduction procedure (see Sec- 
tion 3.1) on (4.7), we obtain 
8~,+8~,+3~,+3x,<ll. (4.8) 
Note that (4.8) is equivalent to and tighter than (4.4), and thus implies the cover 
inequality (4.5). 
Observe that the solution (4.9) is allowed by (4.4) but is infeasible for (4.8). 
x,=x,=0.5, x,=x,=0.7. (4.9) 
On the other hand, reducing individual coefficients in constraint (4.6) produces 
xl+x,+2x,+2x,~4. (4.10) 
The fractional solution (4.11) is not permitted by constraints (4.4), (4.5) or (4.8), 
but is feasible for (4.10). 
x,=x2= 1, x,=x,=0.5. (4.11) 
The LP relaxation of (4.1) can be used as a (weak) upper bound on R, c; it has 
the same complexity as the classical O-l LP KP. Let us assume r= i. (To simplify 
notation let us drop the index r.) For kc = 1, computing Rc (4.1) consists of solving 
a SSP with IJ- Cl variables. For k,r2, if C has sufficiently few subsets having 
kc- 1 or fewer elements, one may determine Rc by solving a collection of similar 
SSPs (4.1), some of which do not need to be explicitly optimized. For kc=2 we 
can use the procedure outlined in Section 5.1 to avoid explicit optimizations. In 
general, we have developed an implicit enumeration like procedure for solving the 
SSP with a cover inequality. Basically, our procedure consists of implicitly enumer- 
ating the nodes defined by the partial solutions associated with the feasible subsets 
of C, and obtaining the optimal R,-value of the subproblem attached to each not- 
yet-fathomed node. A key element in our scheme is the mechanism for detecting that 
a partial solution will not generate a better solution than the current incumbent; in 
such a case we do not need to compute the related Rc-value. See [13] for the detailed 
description of our approach. 
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As an alternative dynamic programming and branch-and-bound algorithms, or 
the hybrid algorithm described in [30,32] can be modified to include a cover con- 
straint. Nodes with more than k,- 1 variables in C fixed at one are immediately 
fathomed as infeasible. This approach is attractive but we favor our procedure; it 
uses smaller SSPs, the solution of many of them can be obtained without explicitly 
solving them and, in any case, the optimal solution of a problem can be used as the 
initial solution for the next one since the value of the rhs is the unique element to 
be changed. 
In addition, we have found that it is generally more efficient to consider all cover 
inequalities having large intersection with J, sequentially, because often one can 
easily determine the optimal solution of R,, from the optimal solution of R,. 
Suppose that we have the knapsack constraint (1.2), and two cover inequalities, say 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Let (SSP,) and (SSP,) denote the SSPs with the side constraints: (4.1) with (4.12) 
and kl - 1 as its rhs, and (4.1) with (4.13) and k2 - 1 as its rhs, respectively, and let 
R, and R, denote the optimal values of these two problems. The problems (SSP*) 
and (SSP,) are quite similar. It is always possible to obtain a feasible solution for 
(SSP,) from the optimal solution X’ of (SSP,). If CjEc. x; I k2 - 1 then x’ itself is 
feasible for (SSP,). Otherwise, a feasible solution for (SSP,) can be obtained from 
x1 by setting CjEC2 J xl - (k2 - 1) of the variables {Xj 1 Jo C,, xj = l} to zero. This 
feasible solution gives a lower bound on R, and may expedite the exact solution 
method. In particular, if RI = b and xi is feasible for (SSP,) then R2 = b and there 
is no need to solve (SSP,). 
Now consider the case where d, = b - R, >O. We apply the reduction procedure 
to obtain 
C ajXj+ C 
jcJ-Cl jECI 
Xj 5 b - A 1. (4.14) 
Let us assume that x2 is the optimal solution to (SSP,). Then, it satisfies (4.14) 
and, hence, x2 is feasible, but not necessarily optimal to the following problem 
(4.15) 
C XjSk2-1, 
_icG 
XE{O, 11. 
This is the SSP that is used to further reduce coefficients. (Recall R2 = CjEJ QjX]?.) 
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Note that from (4.15) we have 
b-dlrR,zR2- $ ,C xf. (4.16) 
1 rcC1 
Note also that R,< b for C. ,EC,’ xi)5 /cl - 1 since, otherwise, x2 gives the optimal 
solution to (SSP,) and, then, d i = 0. 
In any case, (4.16) can be useful to assess the strength of the reduction based on 
the inequality (4.13) and so, there is no reason to solve (4.15) as it cannot yield a 
further reduction, whenever the following condition is satisfied 
b-dl=R2-$ ,c xi’. (4.17) 
1 ICC1 
Example 4.2. We first consider an individual knapsack constraint and perform co- 
efficient reductions based on cover inequalities implied by this constraint. Consider 
the following constraint in O-l variables taken from [6]. 
65x,+64x2+41x,+22x,+13x,+12x,+8x,+2xs~80. (4.18) 
Since the coefficients of x, and x2 are very similar, and significantly larger than the 
other coefficients in the constraint, (4.18) is likely to be equivalent to a constraint 
having the same coefficients for xi and x2. We attempt to identify such a constraint 
by considering covers that include xi but not x 2. Since 65 + 41> 80 we have the 
cover inequality 
xi +x,5 1. (4.19) 
We compute Ri,,,) = 79 (obtained by setting x2 =x5 =X8 = 1, X6 =x7 = 0). Then 
A I,, s) = 1, so we reduce the rhs of (4.18) and the coefficients of xl and x, each by 
1, obtaining the constraint 
64x1+ 64x2 + 40~~ + 22~~ + 13~~ + 12x6 + 8x7 + 2~s 5 79. (4.20) 
Note that this constraint has an odd rhs and only one odd coefficient, so the variable 
x5 must take the value one in every solution satisfying (4.20) at equality. We apply 
the coefficient reduction procedure with the trivial cover inequality 
x,5 1. (4.21) 
We compute RIsj = 78, A I5l - 1, and obtain the constraint 
64x,+64x2+40x3+22x,+12x,+12X6+8X7+2Xs~78. (4.22) 
In (4.22), all the coefficients and the rhs are even, so we divide all coefficients by 2 
to obtain 
32x, + 32x2+20x, + l lx, + 6x, + 6x6 + 4x7 + 1x, 539. (4.23) 
Note that 32 + 32 > 39 and consider the implications of the cover inequality 
x,+x,< 1. (4.24) 
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Since Rtl,z) =38, and di,,zl = 1, we obtain the equivalent constraint 
31x,+31x,+20x,+ 11x,+6x,+6x,+4x,+ lxsr38. (4.25) 
The clique J={l,2,3} gives Rtr,,,,I=28, dtl,2,31= 10 and results in the constraint 
21x,+21x,+1Ox,+11x,+6x,+6x,+4x,+1xs~28. (4.26) 
For the clique J= (1,2,4} we compute R{1,2,4) =27, so dll,2,41 = 1 and we obtain 
the constraint 
20x,+20x,+10x,+10x,+6x,+6x6+4x7+1xs%27. (4.27) 
Once again we have an odd rhs and only one odd coefficient, so we use the trivial 
constraint x8 I 1 to obtain Rts1= 26 and d 1s) = 1, producing the tighter equivalent 
constraint 
20x, +20x,+ 10x,+ 10x,+6x,+6xg+4x,i26. (4.28) 
We again divide through by 2 to obtain 
1Ox,+1Ox,+5x,+5x,+3x,+3x,+2x,~13. (4.29) 
The coefficient reduction procedure in [6] produces the equivalent constraint 
4xi+4x2+2x3+2x~+ lxst 1xg+1x7<5. (4.30) 
Note that the fractional solution (4.31) is infeasible for (4.29), but is permitted by 
(4.30) and the original constraint (4.18). On the other hand (4.32) is infeasible for 
(4.18), (4.30) and the constraint induced by the clique {1,2}, but is permitted by 
(4.29). 
x, =0.75, x2=xj=xq=o, x,=x,-l, x,=x,=0. (4.31) 
x, = 1, x,=0.3, x3=x4=x5=x~=x7=x~=o. (4.32) 
The system given by (4.29) and the constraints induced by the cliques { 1,2,3} and 
(1,2,4) is equivalent to and tighter than the constraints (4.18) and (4.30). 
Example 4.3. The following O-l program has been used in [36] to show the effec- 
tiveness of LP based cutting planes procedures for solving O-l programs. It is shown 
that appending the most violated cover induced inequalities to each (enlarged) LP 
relaxation of the O-l original problem (4.33), only four LP problems are required 
to obtain the optimal solution. (No branch-and-bound mechanism was needed.) 
z=MAX77xi+6x2+3xs+6x4+33x,+13x,+110x,+21xs+47x9, 
s.t. 774x, + 76x, + 22x3 + 42x, + 2 1 X, 
+ 760x, + 818x, + 62x, + 785x, I 1500, 
67x, + 27x, + 794x, + 53x‘, + 234x, 
+ 32x, + 797x, + 97x, + 435x, s 1500, 
xi~{0,1},j=l,2 ,..., 9. 
(4.33) 
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The optimal solution of the LP relaxation is given by (4.34), and (4.35) gives the 
optimal solution of the original program (4.33). 
zLp=225.7 with xi =0.71, x2=0, x3=0.35, x4=x,= 1, x,-O, 
x,=xs= 1, x,=0. (4.34) 
z=176 withx,=O, x2=1, x3=0, x4=x5=1, x,=0, x7=xs=l, 
x,-o. (4.35) 
By using our procedure for identifying maximal cliques [ 151 and solving (4. l), we 
obtain the following set of clique inequalities that can replace the set of knapsack 
constraints in (4.33). 
xi +x,+x,+xsll, x,+x,s 1. (4.36) 
Note that in this case we do not need to solve any LP problem. By inspection we 
obtain the optimal solution (4.35). 
5. increasing coefficients 
5. I. Motivation 
Coefficient increasing and/or constraint lifting as outlined in Section 2, see 
(2.12)-(2.19), can be performed by using a methodology very similar to the coeffi- 
cient reduction mechanism. We have found that one of the most useful strategies 
is to increase cover or knapsack coefficients by sequentially using a subset of knap- 
sack constraints in addition to a (possibly, trivial) clique. The auxiliary problems are 
also (hopefully, small) KPs and SSPs as in Section 4. 
For the case where C is a (possibly, trivial) clique the resulting auxiliary problem 
is a pure O-l KP. In this case, the KPs for obtaining S:c,i and S,4c j for p, q E C are 
very similar. They differ only in one element, xp is fixed to 1 in the first problem, 
say (KP,), and x4 is fixed to one in the second problem, say (KP,). The optimal 
solution to (KP,) is a feasible solution to (KP,), whenever a,,>a,,. On the other 
hand, S:cr=SFCr+S, where d=a,,_-a,,, whenever 0s6sbr-S,Pcr, and so, the 
SSP for’obtaining S:c,, ’ ’ does not require the explicit solution. 
5.2. Tightening cover inequalities 
In this section we demonstrate the coefficient increase procedure by applying it 
to cover inequalities. These covers can be explicitly included in (1.1) or implied by 
(1. l), in which case the lifted cover rather than the original cover will be appended. 
In either case we denote the cover constraint by r, the coefficients by cJ E (0, 1) and 
the rhs by b,<CjEJ ,. c, That is, we increase coefficients of the inequality 
jFJ Cj Xj 5 br. (5.1) 
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We compute upper bounds on Sf, c by considering knapsack constraints from (1.1). 
That is, we solve the O-l program 
S; c, i = MAX c cjxj , 
jeG 
Seta j& ai,jxj I bi, 
x,= 1, (5.2) 
Xj=O, VjE C- {I}, 
Xje (0, l}, Vje G 
where G = J, U Ji, a,,j = 0 for j E J,. - Ji, C is a (possibly trivial) clique such that 
CC G, and let IE C. (Note: The clique inequality in (5.2) is redundant whenever it 
is implied by the ith knapsack constraint.) An upper bound Si,c on Sf,c is given by 
(5.3) 
where we choose the set of constraints Z,, as in (4.3). 
For each clique C we may generate a constraint (2.19) by using the procedure 
(2.17)-(2.18), where SI, c is replaced by “I, c; any one of these new constraints can 
replace the original. 
A strong increase can be obtained by exploiting cliques that do not intersect with 
the set G. This strategy is called double coefficient increase. 
Our procedure for computing these upper bounds on S is very efficient, primarily 
because the O-1 program (5.2) is a knapsack problem with all objective function 
coefficients equal to 1. For a given constraint i, each bound S:c, i can be computed 
in O(log Ji), once the coefficients ai,j have been sorted; see [16]. 
Example 5.1. Consider the following constraint in O-l variables taken from [37]. 
103x,+71x,+66x,+66x,+66x,+65x,+38x,~205. (5.4) 
By using our procedure described in [ 151 we identify the following cover inequality 
implied by (5.4). 
x~+x~+x~+x~+x~+x~+x,S3. (5.5) 
The constraint (5.5) is obtained as an extension of the minimal cover { 4,5,6,7}. By 
applying the procedure outlined above (see [16] for the details), to (5.4) and (5.5), 
we obtain the constraint 
2x~+x~+x~+x~+x~+x~+x,S3. (5.6) 
Note that 103 + 38 < 205 < 103 + 38 + 65. In this case the new constraint (5.6) is facet 
defining; see [37]. 
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Example 5.2. Consider again the following constraint in O-l variables taken from 
161. 
65x,+64x2+41x,+22x,+13x,+12x,+8x7+2xs~80. (5.7) 
By using our procedures described in [14,15] we identify the system given by (5.8) 
and the cliques { 1,2,3} and { 1,2,4}. The new system is equivalent to and tighter 
than (5.7); see Example 4.2. We also identify the cover inequality (5.9). 
10x,+10~~+5~~+5~~+3~~+3~~+2~,113. (5.8) 
x,+x,+x,+x,+x*+xg~3. (5.9) 
By applying our procedure to the knapsack constraint (5.8), the cover inequality 
(5.9) and the clique { 1,2,3}, we obtain the new constraint 
~x,+~x,+x,+x,+x,+x,~~. (5.10) 
Note that the fractional solution (5.11) is feasible for the original constraint (5.7) 
as well as for its replacement (constraint (5.8) and the inequalities induced by the 
cliques { 1,2,3} and { 1,2,4}). It is also feasible for the cover inequality (5.9). On 
the other hand, it is infeasible for the tightened cover inequality (5.10). 
x, =x, = 0.35, x,=x,= 1, xs=xq=x,=o. (5.11) 
Example 5.3. Consider also the following constraint in O-l variables taken from [34]. 
24x1+ 22x2 -t 20~s + 18x, + 18x, + 68x, 
+34x,+ 16x,+ 16x,+ 12~,~+25x,~<85. (5.12) 
By using a procedure described in [ 151 we identify the cliques {(i, 6)) for i = 1,2,3,4, 
5,7,11 and the covers 
(8,2,1,11,7,6), 
(9,2,1,11,7,6), 
(4,291, 11,7,6), 
(5,2,1,11,7,6), 
(3,2,1,11,7,6), 
all with rhs b,=3 (5.1). 
By using the tightening 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
procedure we can get Lfg = 2 in (5.13) and (5.14), and 
ir6=3 in (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17). 
We also identify the cover 
(8,9,4,5,3,2,1,11,7,6) (5.18) 
with b,= 4. The procedure cannot tighten (5.18), but it drops x8 and by using the 
resulting subcover it obtains d, = 3 and 6, = 2. The new valid constraint is given by 
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x,+x,+x,+x4+x,+3x,+2x,+x9+x,,r4. (5.19) 
Similarly, by dropping both xg and x9 the procedure obtains 0, = 4 and 6, = 2. 
The resulting constraint (5.20) is facet defining, as is (5.19); see [34]. 
x,+x,+x,+x,+x,+4x,+2x,+x,,~4. (5.20) 
If we drop the variable indexed by {9,8,4,5,3}, we can increase the coefficient 
of xii to 2. 
We also identify the covers 
(j, 5,3,2, 1, 11,7,6) for j= 10,8,9,4 (5.21) 
with b,=4, but any constraint generated by the procedure is dominated by (5.20). 
6. Computational experience 
An extensive computational experience is underway to assess the effectiveness of 
the new procedures. Here we report some experience with an implementation of 
some of our reformulation procedures. Our methodology has been embedded in a 
cutting plane based scheme for tightening the LP relaxation of the O-l program (see 
[8,24] among others), and afterwards, a branch-and-bound (henceforth, b&b) 
strategy is used. 
We report results for two sets of problems. Set Sl consists of random cases to 
test the performance of our approach on nonstructured problems. Set S2 consists 
of four real-life cases, two of them are benchmark problems taken from [8], see also 
[271. 
The main steps of our current implementation are as follows. 
(1) Fix variables based on trivial feasibility considerations. 
(2) Reverse negative coefficients to improve reformulating performance. (Note: 
Pairs of O-l variables and equality constraints may be introduced.) 
(3) Identify maximal cliques and subsets of (lifted) minimal covers, and create a 
candidate cover list. See 1151. 
(4) Tighten cover inequalities as in Section 5.2. 
(5) Replace knapsack constraints by tighter equivalent constraints obtained by 
performing coefficient reduction (by exploiting cliques and covers) as in Section 4. 
(6) Obtain a bound on the optimal solution of the O-l program by solving the LP 
relaxation of the current model. We use IBM OSLvl. 1 [26]. 
(7) Select cliques and (possibly, tightened) covers from the candidate list that are 
violated by the current LP solution, append the induced inequalities to the current 
model, and go to step (6) if any constraint has been appended. 
(8) Perform double coefficient reduction on the knapsack constraints that are 
satisfied as equalities by the current LP solution, and go to step (6) if any constraints 
are tightened. 
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Table 1: LP computational experience. Problem’s set S 1 
Case Size Active Obj fun value Value reduct % 
In n den % NR NC z(L) z(K) z(I) LGAP KGAP RK 
Pl 20 50 5 I 19 17.0 15.7 15 11.7 4.5 65 .o 
P2 20 50 50 3 20 303 289 289 4.6 0.0 100 
P3 20 50 14 11 10 20.7 20.4 18 13.2 11.7 0.88 
P4 20 100 9 6 30 1905 1850 1816 4.7 1.8 62.1 
P5 50 50 30 2 24 349 314 217 20.6 11.8 51.4 
P6 50 50 50 10 11 10.4 9.9 8 23.1 20.0 79.1 
P7 50 100 10 9 55 47 44.2 43 8.5 2.8 10.2 
P8 100 100 30 10 40 534 515 458 40.6 11.1 75.0 
PV 250 100 10 3 13 731 615 471 36.2 21.3 46.2 
(9) Delete redundant cuts. The optimal solution of the (possibly, enlarged) model 
is obtained by using the standard b&b strategy of OSLvl. 1. (Note: Currently, no 
cuts are appended to the subproblems attached to b&b nodes. Plans have been 
announced for including in OSLv1.2 a powerful preprocessing phase as well as a 
device for adding global and local cuts at selected nodes.) 
Tables 1 and 2 report some results for set S 1. They give information about the new 
cuts, integrality gap, LP objective function deterioration, and b&b performance. 
The tables’ columns are as follows: m, # of original constraints; n, # of variables; 
den, constraints matrix density; NR, # of active tightened knapsack constraints; 
NC, # of active new cuts; z(L) and z(K), optimal solution values of the LP relaxa- 
tion of the original model and new model, respectively; z(Z), optimal solution value 
of the O-l program; LGAP, integrality gap of the LP relaxation of the original 
model, defined as Iz(L) - z(Z) 1 /z(L); KGAP, integrality gap of the LP relaxation of 
the new model, defined as (z(K) -z(Z) (z(K); RK, gap reduction due to our model’s 
Table 2: # of branch-and-bound nodes. Problem’s set S1 
Case Opt sol for model 
Original New 
Optimality proof 
NN NNR NR 
Pl 423 201 3191 201 93.7 
P2 13 0 19 0 100.0 
P3 291 362 5828 3078 47.2 
P4 1264 358 9774 466 95.2 
P5 520 62 3308 242 92.7 
P6 65 466 >lOOOO 621 
P7 4147 20 7391 277 96.2 
P8 6880 1391 >lOOOO 1438 
PV 79 >lOOOO 4918 
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Table 3: LP computational experience. Problem’s set S2 
Case Size Active Obj fun value Value reduct % 
m n den % NR NC z(L) z(K) z(I) LGAP KGAP RK 
Cl 69 180 4.1 23 6 1267 1212 1200 5.3 1.0 82.1 
c2 184 515 2.3 86 4 2093 2069 2069 1.1 0.0 100 
c3 177 548 1.8 47 158 315 7104 8691 265 22.3 81.0 
C3a 177 548 1.8 35 435 315 8374 8691 265 3.8 96.2 
c4 147 2655 3.4 12 11 6532 6535 6548 0.24 0.21 12.5 
C4a 147 2655 3.4 22 43 6532 6535 6548 0.24 0.20 18.8 
reformulation, defined as Iz(L) - z(K) j/Jz(L) - z(I)I; NN and NNR, number of 
b&b nodes that are required for proving optimality for the original model and new 
model, respectively; RN, Vo reduction in # of nodes due to our model’s reformula- 
tion, defined as (NN- NNR)/NN. 
No reduced cost fixing mechanism was used for set Sl. A limit of 10000 nodes 
has been imposed. The impact of model reformulation in reducing the number of 
nodes is clearly demonstrated. 
The columns of Tables 3 and 4 have the same meaning as in Tables 1 and 2, 
respectively. Problems Cl and C2 are production scheduling problems. Problems 
C3 and C4 are production planning benchmark problems; some computational 
results are reported in [S], see also [27]. 
The integrality gap of C 1 was drastically reduced (82.1 o/o) by using our reformula- 
tion. This permitted the b&b strategy to prove optimality in 1178 nodes. This same 
strategy was not able to find any integer solution for the original model in the allowed 
number of nodes. 
Our reformulation approach gets the optimal value z(I) of C2 without b&b, but 
it still needed 161 nodes to find the integer solution. On the other hand, the integrality 
gap of the original model was only 1.1070, but the b&b strategy had not found any 
integer solution in 4000 nodes (at which point the search was interrupted). 
We used two different solution strategies for the benchmark problems. The rows 
Table 4: # of branch-and-bound nodes. Problem’s set S2 
Case Opt sol for model 
Original New 
Optimality proof 
NN NNR NR 
Cl 1063 >lOOOO 1178 
c2 161 >4000 161 
c3 95 >lOOOO 480 
C3a 467 32 1031 76 92.6 
c4 80 14 264 48 81.8 
C4a 43 21 161 28 82.6 
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labeled C3 and C4 correspond to the strategy described above, namely, b&b on the 
original model is compared to applying our reformulation procedures and then using 
b&b on the new model. Our model reformulation achieves a 81% reduction on the 
integrality gap of C3; the optimality was proved at b&b node #480. The integrality 
gap of the original model of C3 is well known, so it was not a surprise that b&b 
could not obtain any solution to the original model in the allowed number of nodes. 
(We are aware of a parallel experiment conducted by the OSL team, where the 
optimal solution of C3 is achieved without b&b, by using a carefully designed pre- 
processing phase for variable fixing based on feasibility and optimality considera- 
tions and generating violated cliques, covers and VUB induced inequalities among 
others.) 
Our reformulation achieves a 12.5% reduction on the integrality gap of C4, and 
on the reformulated model the b&b strategy needs only 18.2% of the number of 
nodes required for the original model. 
Our second scheme for the benchmark problems replaces OSL by MPSX [25]. 
MPSX includes a preprocessing phase (see also [8]) with the following main steps: 
(1) Variable fixing due to feasibility and optimality considerations. 
(2) Solving the LP relaxation of the current O-l model. 
(3) Identify and append the following constraints, provided that they are violated 
by the current LP solution: constraints obtained by performing coefficient reduc- 
tion on knapsacks by using trivial cliques (see [27] and Section 3.1), VUB implied 
by aggregate constraints (see [8,22]), and cliques and (lifted) minimal covers implied 
by knapsack constraints. 
(4) Reduced cost fixing. 
The rows labeled C3a and C4a contain the results for problems C3 and C4, 
respectively, obtained using our reformulation approach and MPSX preprocessing 
in an interactive mode until no more LP solution value deterioration is achieved. 
As in the study in [8], we used 0.10 as the threshold for reduced cost fixing. 
Applying only the MPSX preprocessing to the original model of C3 and then using 
the b&b strategy used in [8], optimality was proven at node #1031. By using our 
reformulation approach together with MPSX preprocessing before beginning the 
same b&b strategy, only 76 nodes were needed to prove optimality. The approach 
described in [8], which uses the preprocessing methods now included in MPSX as 
well as a procedure for generating violated (1, k)-configuration induced inequalities 
(not yet included in MPSX), required only 36 nodes to prove optimality for this 
problem. 
The methods in [8] required 214 nodes to prove optimality for problem C4. Sur- 
prisingly, when MPSX preprocessing alone was applied, the optimality was proved 
in 161 nodes. Our reformulation together with the MPSX preprocessing phase re- 
quires only 28 nodes to prove optimality. We are not aware of any other experiment 
that requires smaller number of nodes. The synergetic effect of combining a state- 
of-the-art preprocessing phase with our reformulation approach is apparent from 
this experiment. 
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Conclusions 
New methods for efficient reformulation of O-l programs have been described. 
The basic idea consists of taking advantage of the special structure of constraints 
that either are given in the mode1 or can be implied by the same constraints system. 
The additional information that we are currently using for reformulating O-l knap- 
sack constraints and cover inequalities is provided by the trivial O-l constraints on 
the variables, variable upper bounding constraints, capacity expansion constraints, 
clique and cover inequalities and other O-l knapsack constraints, these procedures 
can be used to produce cuts when the conditions required by myopic methods are 
not satisfied. The reformulation consists of either reducing the variables coefficients 
and the rhs of the constraint, or increasing the variables coefficients. Although in 
some instances our methods require solving some O-l programs (mostly, O-l knap- 
sack problems and subset-sum problems), the models are usually small; they involve 
only a small subset of the original variables. We have shown easy ways to find upper 
bounds for R and S. There are likely to be many other easy ways, particularly when 
special structures are available. The resulting cuts are not as deep as those generated 
with optimal values, but can eliminate fractional solutions when myopic methods 
cannot be applied. 
We have shown, by theoretical proofs as well as by experimenting with examples 
taken from the open literature, how the new procedures may generate tighter equi- 
valent formulations. We have reported computational experience on several cases, 
two of them well-known real-life problems; the results are quite promising. An ex- 
tensive computational experimentation is underway to assess the effectiveness of the 
new procedures. 
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